Bucharest
- Dr. Stoll and doctoral candidate Justin Barnes travel to Bucharest for workshop with the Central and Eastern European Schools Association meeting, March 16-22. [http://www.ceesa.org/conference_2009.html](http://www.ceesa.org/conference_2009.html) Thirteen schools in the Central and Eastern European Schools Association have agreed to do the Winning With Character Curriculum for next year. Truly makes WWC an international program. Winning With Character is a non-profit organization dedicated to teaching character to amateur athletes.

Conference Call
- Dr. Stoll was in a three way conference call with the New Mexico Military Institute and representatives of Character Counts, Roswell, New Mexico. Dr. Stoll has been invited to give a keynote address to the cadets on April 7 and a meeting with the community on April 7.

Russian Paper
- Dr. Stoll and Staff prepared an invited paper this week: Servant Leadership in Coaching, Sharon Kay Stoll, Ph.D., Jennifer M. Beller, Ph.D., Peter VanMullem, David Brunner, and Justin Barnes1 Invited Paper for the International Sports Games Conference St. Petersburg, Russia, Spring, 2009 Lesgaft University.

This Week at Center
- This week at the Center will be on hiatus for the Week of March 16. University of Idaho is on break.

Upcoming Events
- Peter VanMullem – dissertation defense scheduled for April 20, 2009, 9 a.m., B-3.
- David Brunner – dissertation defense scheduled for April 24, 2009, 10 a.m., Rm 200, PEB.
- April 1-3. Dr. Stoll to Tampa for the American Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance. Dr. Stoll will be presenting with Dr. Kimberly Robertello of Washington State University and Justin Barnes: “Ethical Responsibilities and Preparedness of Coaches in Emergency Care Situations), and Dr. Stoll will be presenting with Dr. Heather VanMullem of Lewis Clark State University, “Am I a Racist? A Sexist? Loaded Questions to Consider”. Dr. Stoll and Dr. Beller of Washington State University and Dr. Amukela Gwebu of University of Iowa will be presenting a research consortium free communication paper, “Moral Reasoning About performance-enhancing Drugs in Sport.” [http://www.aahperd.org](http://www.aahperd.org)

---
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